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LOCAL TERMS and CONDITIONS
RENTAL AGE:
The minimum rental age is 21 years depending on vehicle group.
The maximun rental age is 80 years depending on vehicle group.
LICENCE REQUIREMENTS:
Driver must have held a full valid drive´s license for a least 1 year.
International driver´s licence is required for non EU citizens.
PAYMENT:
Payment by cash or credit card when picking up the vehicle in any case driver will be asked for a valid credit card
in the name of the main driver when picking up the vehicle. The following credit card are accepted: Visa,
MasterCard, Amex with 5% of the rental extra cost and Diners with 5% of the rental extra cost. Also in case of no
credit card a deposit in cash can be consider and depend on different risk factor.
PAYMENT CURRENCY:
All payments locally will be in Euro.
REFUNDS:
No credit or refund will be given for the unused portion of the rental period.
VEHICLE COLLECTION:
Meet and Greet service at Malaga AGP. (we meet at the MAIN HALL so no minibus or long queue).
VEHICLE RETURN:
Vehicle must be return at the location, time and dates agreed. To extend the rental period a notice of 24hours is
necesary.
COLLECTION and RETURN IN DIFERENT LOCATION:
Previously and agreed for a extra of 20 euros charge, vehicle can delivery or colected along the coast with a
maximun of 150km. from Malaga AGP.
OUT OF HOURS CHARGE:
A charge of 16 euros will be apply between 22:00 to 08:00. In case of late arrival due to flight delay this extra will
be also apply.
RETURN TIME:
Two hours grace period.
BORDER RESTRICTION:
Vehicles are permitted with previus notification to enter only to Portugal and Gibraltar.
FUEL POLICY:
Vehicle must be return with the same amount. No charge for petrol when pick in up the vehicle. No credit or refund
for unused fuel.
CAR GROUPS AND MODELS:
All bookings are confirmed by group. Vehicles models are show as a example so make and model may be a
diferent. In such case we reserve the right to have a vehicle of similar size and specification.
FINES AND PENALTIES:
You are responsible for the cost of any parking fines or other penalties incurred whilst the vehicle is on rent to you.
Tow away charges or impounding fees by them. The company will pass the full chargeon to you plus any
administrarive expenses.
ADDITIONAL DRIVERS:
The contrat is supply with the main driver plus one more free driver. (must be complited on the contract on arrival).
For any extra drivers a charge of 8 euros for the full length of the rental and drivers.
INCLUDED IN YOUR RENTAL:
Mileage: Unlimited kilometre / mileage.
Road Assistence: 24hours assistence is provide by a main international insurance company.
Taxes: Your booking includes all local taxes.
Airport delivery: Free of charge between 08:00 to 22:00.
Any accident or incident must be reported in 24 hour.
Full insurance with excess.
Cdw, Theft, Fire, Pai, Third party bodily injures.
NOT INCLUDED IN YOUR RENTAL:
Inadequate Refueling and costs involved.
Cleaning or damaged Upholstery. (oils spot, vomits, amimals spot, cigarrets burns).
Damage to tyres, rims and underneath not cover (optional insurance can be purchase to avoid that).
Lost or damaged car key.
Personal Items.
Damages to interiors.
SPECIAL REQUESTS:
Baby Seats can be book at 2euros per day (maximun 35 euros).
Booster Seats can be book at 2euros per day (maximun 35 euros).
Roof Racks can be book at 2euros per day (maximun 35 euros).
Gps system navigation can be book at 6euros per day. (TomTom One).
Excess Waiver at 5 €/per day maximun 105€uros.
Extra insurance for tyres, rims and undermeath 18€
Terms and Conditions and Prices are subject to change without notice.
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